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self-regulation is one of the most important traits in the human psyche' some other

species have-limited capacities for self-regulation, but this ability is far more developed

und po*"rful in human beings. It is largely responsible for the immense diversity of

human behavior'
Self-regulation (or the very similar te:rm self-control) can be defined as the ability to

alter one's own behavior, incrluding one's thoughts' feelings, actions, and other responses'

To put self-regulation in context, iiis useful to step back for a moment and realize how far

fryti,otogy cime working with stimulus{esponse models. A great deal of human and ani-

mat Uefra-iior is, indeed, simply responses to stimuli. What stimulusdesponse theories

miss, however, is the possibility of altering one's response. Human beings have a remark-

abiy powerful ability to preveni themseives from responding to a stimulus in the norrnal or

naturai waY.

To illustrate, consider an easy exampie of stimulus and response: A tempting piece of

steak is set in front of a hungry dog. The dog's response is easy to predict: He will devour

the steak. But put the same it"uk in front of an equally hungry human being, and the out-

come is harder to predict. The impulse to eat the steak may be there, but the person may eas-

ily override that response, for a variety ofother reasons: being on a diet, being a vegetarian'

worries about cholesterol, and the like. Nothing would be more natural than eating a deli-

cious food when one is hungry, but many people frequently override that response'

BENEFITS OF SELF.REGULATION

The title ofthis chapter asserts that self-regulation is a key to success in life. Success

in life was defined by Doiores Pushkar at the 1996 Concordia Conference on Competence
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ThroughtheLifespanasamatterofbeingabietolivewithoneseifandtolivewithothers.
Il self-regula,ion ,. inoJ"i"'*ir" ,u...ri in iift' then it should improve peopie's abilitv to

live with themseives unJ *irr., oth.rr. rn. r"r.ur.r,'rr"i.*.d in subsequent sections of this

chapter wi1 contribu,.'i" *"ti"g thrs point. ;;;i;it worth adding some general observa-

rions here. These are g;.;;i;";lusions uur.J * extensive iiterature reviews concernrng

faiiures of self-reguiati"" tgu*ttster' Heatherton' & Tice' 1994)'

Withregardtoimprovinghowwell""..""'*.-witt,onesetf,seif-regulationhas
severai benefits. Serf-reguiation encompaJ; ;;.; reguiation. that is' the control over

one's emotionut "u"''ii;';;;;:""0 
it i' i"tv'to appieciute that'success at controlling

emotions will enabie """-. 
i""r beuer and *,ft; ;i; u ialiv basis' Self-regulation also

includes control over one,S mental p,o..,,.,,,u.t, u, tt," abilityto concentrate and to per-

sist on tasks. After all, the natural 
..r.rponr.';io the "stimulus" of numbers on a page ls

hardly to do arithm.; ;;;;;l;;r, uut li a child is to grow up as a.successful and compe-

tent member or *oo.ri-, 
-ro"i.rv, 

i.,. or she is g"lrg * ilave to override the natural response

and do math homework at some Point'

controlling irniurr", is another important sphere of self-regulation' and it too con-

tributes to success t" iii". rt" most obviouil;;;;t;Jthe proLlems of self-regulation

failure in this sphere i, uaai"tion ro a^e.'oJ;;;;1. Self-regulation enables people to

""" l$::?rij,[T?t:::l"ives seuing and reaching goals. ro succeed in life' people

must manag" ,ir".r"iu"-, "if""tiu"ty, 
whi"h inuoiues ietting appropriate goals and then

making rhemselves carry out the steps ,o ulni.". them. often this involves perslstlng ln

the face of failures "rl"iu*i... 
self-regulatiln ir .r""i.r for enabling people to do this'

Self-defeating behaviors constitute J;"';i;. most significant ways in which peo-

ple fail to live *trrr i'rr"-r"ives (Baumeiti.t ir'ittttr' tqda)' Self-defeating behavior

involveswhateverpeopledothatthwarts.r.."i,**ingsorbringssuffering,misfortune'
and failure "" ,h.;r;i;"rl o' ,r"", deal. oi self-reguiation consists of preventing self'

defeating behaviors ] in i".r. ihe general ;;t;; o? setf-defeating behavior offer multi-

ple parallels ,o ,i," g.nr.uipri""ipr"r "r 
r"ri-tigurution failure (Baumeister' 1997a)'

Turning frorn the issue of riui.,g *ith 
-on"r.tr, 

to tl]]iglt,n others, it is readily

apparent ti,ut ,"tf-r"gu;";;;, aCain nllyful. Controlling emotions is often just as rmpor-

tant and valuable for helping one get 
"1";; 

;i;h otherls a' it is for securing one's own

affective serenitv. r-irt"*i"' ielf-relulation ?tt*fo""ot" :: !::o 
their promises and ful-

rrll their outigut,on. *i"r ii"v *lgtr, not feel like doing so or might be tempted to act oth-

"*tt";oo,"rion was mentioned as one sphere in which o""l-::11:-*:1"::::t:itgffJ"
misfortune and suffering for the self. Add-ictron aiso has'an interpersonal aspect' of course'

It is often tn" ru-lti-., o? uaai.,. 
"na "t.ot 

oii.s who suffer immenselv' and addictive proc-

esses are qui," ar.r.u",ive of famiiy rir" aia friendship. More generully' self-regulation

can reduce infidelity, betrayal, and other U"iutlott thatlnvolve yielding to temptations in

**'$,l,::il 
ilil:Tl"il:'x''or, arr,*.tive interpersonal.b,ehavio. .v'^ol:nt 

o"li]l*

often follow. fr"J^f;;;; oi.irr-r.gur"ii""' c"itrttd'on und Hirschi (1990) proposed a

general theorv or t'it" that revolved "'";;; o;;; ttrit"illL,Baumeister (1997b) noted

there are ,o *"ny-.u'uo, oiuiot.n." and aggression' it is surprising that there is not more

violence than there is-and the reason;:?;;;;t violent impulses are restrained by

inner inhibitions. Thus, self-reguiation is important for preventing violence'

Although this brief survey is suffrcieni to suggest the ranse of beneltts of self-regula-

tion, it is worth citing one important ,*ovirl"", pt"iiJ"a tong,tudinal evidence of such bene-
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fits. Mischel, Shoda. and Peake (1988: see aiso shoda. Mischel. & Peake' 1990) measured

children,s ability to deiay gratil-rcatron (r.e.. to refuse immediate rewards for the sake of

obtaining larger, but oetayei rewardsi v"hen they were 4 or 5 years oid' Delav of gratifica-

tion is an imponant and b"sr. form ot'self-resuiation. over a decacie later, the researchers

found that the chiidren who haci showed the best capacity for self-regulation went on to be

the most successful in young adult life. Thev were superior to others in terms of school per-

formance and coilege readiiess. in terms oi social competence and getting along with oth-

ers, and in terms of personal strengths such as being able to cope with frustration and stress

effectively. These results suggest that seif-resuiatton is a central aspect ofpersonality that is

stable across many importa-ni deueiop.ental changes and consistently yieids positive out-

comes that benefit both the individual and the social nework'

Thus, it is safe to say that self-regulation is centrally involved in many activities that

hold the possibility to -"k. people hafpv and successfui or miserable and unsuccessful in

life. In the next sections, we shall cover what our own research efforts have learned about

self-regulation'

SETTING AND REACHING GOALS

One set of definitions for success in life focuses on how well people can reach their

goals (e.g., Goilwitzer & Bargh, 1996). Yet reaching goals is obviously not a simple mat-

ter. Two separate processes must be understood. and both can involve seif-regulation The

first is a matter of setting appropriate goals. The second is a matter of pursuing them

effectively and persistently so as to achieve success'

The implications foi success in life are important. Two people with identical levels

of academic ability may end up performing quite differently and having very different

grade point averages ou", u couple years of college, if one is better at this sort of self-

i.,unug"rn"nt. By choosing .ourr!, appropriate to one's ievel of abiiity and by budgeting

one's time and effort properly, one can gain the maximum return for one's ability' [n con-

trast, an equally inteiiigent person who selects courses that are alternately far too hard or

too easy will end up wlth a poorer education and lower performance. Thus, by selecting

uppropiiut. contingencies and setting proper goals and obligations for oneself. one can

maximize one's successes.

Although many laboratory experiments set explicit goals for their participants, in

everyday life people are often called upon to set their own goals. How one sets one's goals

.un i,uul considerable impact on whether one reaches them or not. After all' some goals

are presumably so sirnpie that anyone can easily reach them and success is almost guaran-

teed, whereas others may be practically impossible and hence failure is ensured'

If life were simply a matter of reaching one's goals' then the wisest advice would be

to set extremely low goals, because these have the highest probabilitv of success Yet

obviously p"opi. do not do this. The reason is that goals have various reu'ards and subjec-

tive vaiues associated with them, and easy goals tend to have low values For example,

one's chances of securing a mate may be highest if one fixes one's romanlic aspirations on

someone so undesirable that one will have no rivals and the person will presumably be

desperately grateful for any attention one shows. One has thus a high chance of success-
but the success may be worth reiatively little, because the mate is. by definition' quite

undesirable. A similar logic applies to career aspirations and other spheres of endeavor'

Setting goals thus requires recognizing a tradeoffbetween the vaiue of success and

the iikelihood of success. The most valuable goals are usually those with the lowest likeli-
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hood of success. Somewhere along that continuum the person must find the optimai bai-

ance. iciealiv tiris u'iii be at the point at which one's own abilities and other qualities are

sufficient to keep the likelihood of success high while the value is aiso stiil high. ln simple

terms. one ideally wants the best goai that one has a good chance of reaching.

Self-knowledge thus ..n"rg., as a key factor in setting goais. To set goals effec-

tively, one needs to know how much one can accomplish. ln pursuing a mate' for example,

u p.iron would ideally have a good understanding of his or her own attractiveness and

other factors that can contribute to one's romantic appeal, so as to be able to appraise

one's chances that a particuiar mate will regard one as suitable'

There is. however. a further complication to the matter of setting goais on the con-

tinuum that ranges from easy but worthless up to wonderful but impossible' Given the dif-

ficulty of predicting exactly how well one can do, it is to be expected that people will

perioiically overshoot or undershoot; that is will set goals that are above or below the op-

timai point. The complication is that there is an asymmetry to the consequences of those

two types of error. Overshooting can often be significantly worse than undershooting'

undershooting means setting a goal that is somewhat below the best one could pos-

sibly achieve. Such a goal means ttt"t on. is very likely to achieve success, but the success

wilf not have the highest value one could achieve. In contrast, overshooting means setting

too high a goal, *ti.h *ill normally result in failure. Thus, undershooting brings a

slightly diminished success, whereas overshooting brings failure' Failure is often consider-

ably worse than a slightly diminished success.

For this reason, perhaps, popular wisdom offers an assortment of sayings that rec-

ommend selecting a goal that is somewhat iower than the best possible (so as to "leave a

margin for error,;' for exampie). The optimal strategy, in other words, would be to be

slig;tty underconfident. Yet this strategy seemingly conflicts with the body of research

nn*aings suggesting that in terms of self-knowledge and self-prediction, people tend

toward broad patterns of overconfidence (Taylor & Brown, 1988; Vatione, Griffin, Lin, &

Ross, 1990). Given the broad tendencies toward positive illusions and inflated self-

esteem, peopie should be prone to make the more dangerous kind of mistake, namely set-

ting goals that are too high.

A series of studies examined this dilemma of overconfident goal-setting (Baumeis-

ter, Heatherton, & Tice, 1993). To include the role of positive illusions, we measured self-

esteem. We also included one condition with an ego threat, because previous findings had

shown that inflated self-appraisals and predictions may be especially common in Regnle

with high self-esteem who have received an ego threat (McFarlin & Blascovich' 198 1)'

we had peopie perform a task (a video game) through a long learning phase, during which

they recorded their scores (thereby facilitating self-knowledge about their capabilities)'

Then we had them perform trials with money on the line, In one study we had them select

goals for themselves, such that higher goals carried greater financial rewards' In two other

iudies, we selected a target gout tttui was at the 67th percentile of the subject's own

scores, and we allowed the subject to bet, at triple or nothing, any part of $3 we paid him

or her on the subject's chancestfsurpassing that criterion on the final trial. In both proce-

dures, the subject had to make a fairiy accurate prediction of how well he or she would

perform and set the contingency accordingly. The situation included the asymmetry of

.onr"qurn".s of overshooti-ng versus undeiihooting mentioned earlier, insofar as if the

p"rron f^ii"d to reach the criterion, all money (at least all that was bet) was iost'

The results of these studies shed interesting light on how people set goals and con-

tingencies for themselves. The bottom line in all studies was how much money the subject

managed to earn in the experiment, because that was the outcome measure of self-regula-
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tion. in the betting studies. the subject could do weii bv making a low bet and keeping

most or ail of the $3. and the subject couid do very well by making a high bet and then

performing weli, in which case he or she could gain up to $9. The subject only fared badly

by making a large bet and then not pertorming well. which wouid entail losing the stake.

In the condition where no ego threat was invoived. peopte with high self-esteem did

well and ended up with an impressive amount of money - indeed, significantly more than

people with low selt--esteem earned. This finding suggests that when times are good, peo-

pie with high self-esteem manage themseives effectiveiy, in the sense that they set appro-

priate goals and then perform up to their own expectations. These results fit Campbell's

(1990; see also Campbell & Lavaliee, 1993) findings that people with high self-esteem

have superior self-knowiedge and process information bearing on the self better than peo-

ple with low self-esteem. In our study, apparentiy, people with high self-esteem learned

more quickly and accurately what they were capable of doing and were able to set their

own goal contingencies accordingly.
This effective self-management pattem was thoroughly disrupted, however, when

people with high self-esteem received an ego threat. In two studies, the ego threat con-

sisted of the experimenter intimating that the subject might not "have what it takes to per-

form well under pressure," and in a third it consisted of randomly assigned failure

feedback on a creativity test {that was ostensibly unrelated to the video game task). People

with high self-esteem responded to such threats with extremely positive, self-aggrandizing

assertions, including setting very high goals for themselves or making maximum bets on

their own performance. These highly self-confident responses were often unwise, in that

they exceeded what the subject was likely to achieve, and so these individuals tended to

lose all their money. On average, they left the experiment with the iowest eamings among

all the cells, and indeed their average take-home pay was significantly lower than what

people with low self-esteem earned in the same condition.

Thus, people with high self-esteem showed the best and the worst self-management

in this study, as measured in terms of how much money they managed to earn by setting

reward contingencies for their own performance. When things had been going well, they

set appropriate goals and performed well, and they earned an average of five and a half
dollars. When they received an ego threat, however, they set overconfident goals and

failed to live up to them, and their take-home earnings averaged a paltry 93 cents (out of
$9 maximum).

There is thus nothing inherently wrong with having a favorable opinion of oneself.
Peopie with high self-esteem did manage themselves quite well in the condition where
there was no ego threat. Taylor and Brown (1988) have proposed that positive illusions, in
the sense of holding highly favorable and possibly inflated views of oneself, are generally
adaptive, and our results supported that view-at least in the prior success condition. On
the other hand, an ego threat seemed to undermine the self-managing efficacy of people
with high self-esteem. Apparently their response to an esteem threat is immediately to

assert their superior capability. These responses are unwise. however, and the overly con-
fident commitments these individuals make tend to backfire in a costly fashion.

These results also fit a broader pattern suggesting that threatened egotism is a par-
ticularly dangerous condition. In this study, people who thought highly of themseives but

encountered an external threat to their favorable self-image made foolish, risky choices
that ended up costing them money. Other work has associated threatened egotism with
violent, aggressive behaviors (Baumeister, Smart, & Boden, 1996) and with various self-
defeating responses (Baumeister. 1997a). An inflated self-opinion plus an extemal esteem
threat may be a general recipe for destructive, probiematic responses.

t2t
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PROCRASTINATION

Doingone'swork0ntimeandfulfillingotherobiigationsjnatimelyfashionwould
seem ro be an integral part of heatthy, pr:P., fii;il ;ning. Yet the majority of peopie

report that tt.,.v orotrali:i; ;:"{" tn*gt' u"J a substantial minority of people report

that their procrastrnatlon habits are serious .nough to cause personai, financial' or occupa-

tionai problems for tntm iptnuri' Johnson' & McCown' 1995)'

Procrastination is often criticized' "'O"ti"ttt 
Ut people Yl" 9" not see themselves

u, eu*,y ori,, u, 
" 
t*, il:];::i1,"".:fl,,n'1ffiTfi,:l'liilll';ii'l# rff!:i

r,1*:"ffii:trili:T:11Jffi;l':T-i"';';;'".se one t'u"o i"io'm in a rushed

rnanner. They are utso ,oln"tim., ,"ir-rigttt"ous about the stress and other problems that

procrastinators musr;;;;;;." the deallin;is rooming (see Boice, 1989, 1996)'

on the other hand, procrastinati"n oo*'i"r" its'apologists' Some point out quite

plausibly that one.;;;;the same.amounioi,Jln" into a prqect. resulting in the same

quality of work. ."gurdl"r, of whether "." i"".^t" "urty 
o, tate in the deadline period'

Someprocrastinatorsevencontendthatprocrastinationmayactuallvimprovetheirper-
formance:..Idomybestworkunderpressure,,isacommonstatementbysuchpeople
(Ferrari, 1992; Ferrai-"t ut., 1995: Lay, 19;;;, irnprying that they raise the pressure by

putting things off un,ii ,t " 
i"r, minute. b,ft.t 

"p"f"gisis 
ta' that the last-minute stress sut-

fered by pro.ru,"nutot'''it""rO be balanced uitn'iu tu"i""' casual enjoyment of life at

other times, in contrast to the possibiy compirlsiue. driven, pervasively stressed style of

the nonprocrur,inu,o.. *io ul*"y, g.irlgl,iio';o.t on any iask' Some researchers draw

parallels to tt',. rvp. i';;;';;'liiv';irici is;;; iv 
"on*unt 

drive and ambition (and

presumably Uy a tactc oi"ornp.tiiiveness):and by a tendency to suffer from heart dis-

ease which ttre more casual and carefree Type B is les's prone,to exlerience'

To investiga" th"'" competing t'ypiit''tt"t' Tice and Baumeister (in press) con-

ducted a series of longitudinal studies. ii"i "rrig"ed 
students a term paper long in

advance und ..urur"Jii"i, procrastination t"nden.i.s using standard self-report measures

(Lay, tgg6: McCown & Joi'nron, 1989, 199 1). The scales proved valid: self-described

irr"i*tii""*rs did indeed rurn their papers in later than other students'

of greater ,","r"r,,1"*"u"r. *"r" the effects on performance and on health' Perform'

ance was assessed in terms of grades on tt r ,..r prper, tt",e midterm, and the final examina-

tion. All this work was graded by instructort*ho'*t" blind to the students'procrastination

status. In two studies, procrastinators achieved consistently lower srades on all measures'

The difference was about two-thirds of 
" 

r.ri.r gr"a. ta high l-_:;t 
a c plus)' Thus' the

view that pro..ustinuiion t .tp, people do their best work by creating pressure appears to be

false, as is the view that procrastination is inno.uour. othei studies have suggested that pro-

crastinators are just as intelligent u' nonpt"'utiit"tt, th: 
l:Y::.9::des 

in these studies

must,therefore,beattributedtothedeleteriouseffectsofprocrasttnatton'
Although pro"rustinution may b, b";;;;;rrorn.,unr.", the first study suggested that

it may benefit health. Students in that r*d;;;;;.0 ,r,",, health symptoms over a 4-week

periodearlyinthesemester.andprocrastinatorsemergedashealthierthannonprocrastlna.
tors. This finding supports the view that procrastlnatois do derive some benefits from put'

ting things on rt caiis procrastinatio" .r " 
p"*iule tradeoff, in which health and quality

of iife are improved in exchange for iower performance'

The ambiguity in those findings "urn.'f-. 
the fact that the health data were collected

early in ttre semestlr, when the deadline was still remote. lt seemed necessary to measure

health late in the semester, when,ir. pro..urtinuro, t, pr"ru.ably struggling to complete all
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the tasks that have been postponeci. The second study inciuded such a measure (as weli as

recording visits to the stucient clinic). This stucy repiicated the finding from the first stuciv

that procrastrnators are healthier eariv in the semester. The late-semester data showed. how-

ever. that procrastinators are consicierablv sicker rvhen the deadline looms. Indeed. adding

the early and the late data togethel. procrastlnalors emerged as sicker overall.

Taken together. these results portra.v procrastrnation as a seif-defeating behavior pat-

tern that should be included among the problems resulting from poor self-regulation. The

net long-term effects of procrastlnatron include harm to one's health and harm to one's

performance. The oniy benefit is the short-term advantage to one's health that arises early

in the performance period (but is then outbaianced by the higher illness later on). The pat-

tern of short-term gain but higher long-term cost is one that characterizes many forms of
self-defeating behavior (Baumeister & Scher. 1988; Platt, 1973) as well as being one com-

mon pattern of self-control faiiure (Baumeister, 1997a', Baumeister et al., 1994; Mischel,

1974,19961, Mischel, Shoda, & Rodriguez. i989).

The link of procrastination to self-defeating behavior raises the broader issue of
how self-regulation contributes to such problems. The next section will examine one

important link.

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS. RISK-TAKING, AND
SELF-DESTRUCTIVE ACTS

The terms self-defeating and self-destructive are used (usually synonymously) to

characterize behavior patterns in which people bnng misfortune, failure, and suffering to

themselves or otherwise prevent themseives from reaching their positive goals (e.g.,

Baumeister, 1997a Baumeister & Scher. 1988; Berglas & Baumeister, 1993). Such behav-

iors have fascinated psychologists for many decades. in part because they expose the lim-

its of rationality in human nature. Rational behavior is often defined as the pursuit of
enlightened self-interest, whereas self-defeating behavior consists precisely in thwarting
one's enlightened self-interest. Hence modern views of human nature as rational, informa-
tion-processing beings often confront their limits in self-defeating behavior.

A decade ago, Baumeister and Scher ( 1988) reviewed a dozen major patterns of self-
defeating behavior that social and personality psychoiogists had documented among nor-
mal (nonclinical) populations. By examining the set of them together. they were able to
draw a series ofbroad conclusions. There was hardly any sign that people ever intention-
ally sought to suffer or fail. Rather, self-defeating behavior resulted either from tradeoffs,
in which peopie pursued positive gains that ended up being accompanied by risks and

costs, or they pursued positive outcomes but used strategies and methods that tended to

backfire and produce unintended, undesired harm.
The role of emotional distress remained, however, as a major loose end in that work.

Baumeister and Scher's (1988) review of the literature suggested that negative emotional
states were involved in many of the self-defeating behavior pattems, but it was not clear
how emotion produced such effects. In particular, there was little evidence to support psy-
chodynamic hypotheses that negative affect makes people want to suffer, desire to fail, or
believe they deserve to be punished. Why, then, should aversive emotional states increase
self-defeating behaviors?

Risk-taking offered one possible answer that emerged from a review of the suicide
research literature (Baumeister, 1990). Many deaths, such as from single-car crashes. are

difficult to ciassify as either definite suicides or definite accidents. Some researchers have
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proposed that the difficuity of classification is more than a methodoiogicai limitation: tt

reflects the fact that the suicidal person did not have ciear intentions either rvay' The per-

son may have simpiy been rakrng extreme risks as one symptom of his or her highly dis-

traught condition, and at some point the risks caught up with him or her'

To investrgate whether iisk-taking might mediate between emotional distress and

seif-defeating behavror. two of us (Leith & Baumeister, 1996) conducted a series of stud-

ies. one consisted of autobiographicai narratives. we had people write accounts of their

own past self-defeating actiois. More preciseiy, they wrote about things they had done

that had led to bad .on-r.qu"n..s that they latei regretted, which setmed a fair operation-

alization of self-defeating behavior. For compuriron putpos€s, they also wrote about

something they had done"that had turned out weil. These stories were subjected to rigor'

ous content coding for specific features relevant to our ideas'

Thestoriesprovidedencouragementfortherisk-takingtheory.Peopleweremuch
more likely to describe taking risks or chances when they wrote about things that turned

out badly than when writing"about things that tumed out well' Furthermore' there was a

strong tendency for people to describe bad moods and emotional distress preceding the

risk-taking. This was ,ru, in both types of stories - 
that is, even when they wrote about a

risk that led to a positive outcome, they still tended to start the story with some bad mood

or negative emotion that preceded the risky decision. In these accounts, bad moods were

far mire irkely than good moods to lead to risk-taking'

we then deveioped a laboratory procedure to measure risk-taking' especially risks

that seemed ill-advised or self-defeating. The measure, which we have used in a long

series of studies (Leith & Baumeister, 1996, and subsequent unpublished work)' involves

presenting the sublecr with a choice between two lotteries. one of these is a low-risk' low-

payoff lottery, offering a 70%o chance of winning a $2 prize. The other is a long shot, with

a $25 prize but oniy a 2o/o chance of winning'

Twofeaturesofthisprocedureneedtobeemphasized'givenourinterestinself.
defeating behavior. First, aithough some people might count the lack of a positive out-

come as bad, we tiroughi there Jught to be some actually negative outcome involved in

order that the choice ,r,'igi,t quutify"as self-defeating. Hence we added the stipulation that

if one did not win the prie in the iottery, then one would be subjected to an unpleasant ex-

perience. The subject was told that this would involve taking part in a noise stress proce-

dure, which meant putting on headphones in a sound laboratory and listening to a sound

described as similar to finlernails scratching on the blackboard, magnified 25 times'

Second, it is imporlnt to recognize that the expected gains from the two lotteries

are unequal. (The term expected gain rs used by statisticians, accountants' and others to

assess risks, and it is based on muitiplying the probability of each outcome times the value

of the outcome and then adding these up. For example' the low-risk lottery described

above had an expected gain of llO times $Z plus '30 times zero, or $l'40') Even if one

ignores the noise stress outcome and focuses solely on the cash payoffs, the expected gain

from the low-risk lottery was nearly three times that of the long shot' The noise stress pos-

sibility further increasei the discrepancy between the rational appeal of the two lotteries'

Rational analysis or statistical calculation would therefore dictate always choosing the

low-risk lottery. The long shot therefore qualified as a fooiish risk'

In a series of expeiiments, then, we manipulated mood and emotional states and then

assessed preference between the two lotteries. Our results repeatedly conf,trme-d the view

that emotional distress leads to foolish risk-taking. They also replicated earlier findings by

Isen and her colleagues 6sen & Geva, lggT; IsenlNygren. & Ashby, 1988: Isen & Patrick,

1983) indicating that pleasant, positive moods make people risk averse'
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In one study, we created embarrassment bv having people expect to sing a corny,
ciifficult song without accompaniment rvhiie being stareci at and rape recorded. These peo-
ple showed a high preference for the long shot lottery, unlike neutral and positive mooci
subjects who expressed more eveniv divided preferences among the two iotteries. in
another, we created anger by asking people to recall and describe an intense interpersonai
conflict and then by frustrating them with repeated equipment problems and requests for
them to start over with their description. Thev too chose the long shot, whiie ieople in
neutral and good moods showed a strong preference for the low-risk lottery. In yet another
study, some people were put in a bad mood by jogging in piace, and they roo favored the
long shot.

The only negative mood induction that failed to produce a preference for the long
shot was sadness. We induced sadness in one group of participants by having them watch
an excerpt from a sad movie. These people preferred the iow-risk lottery just like the peo-
ple in neutral and happy moods. Sadness differs from anger and embarrassment in several
ways, but the most likely candidate is arousal.

The implication is that only high-arousal emotions produce the tendency to take
foolish risks. Moreover, moods marked by high arousal and pleasant feelings did not yield
that tendency either. Thus, self-destructive risk-taking appears to be concentrated in the
mood and emotional states that combine unpleasant valence and high arousal.

But what does all this have to do with self-regulation? Initially we did not rhink
there was any connection, beyond the simple point that self-defeating behavior can be
defined as one type of poor self-regulation. Over the course of this investigation, however,
we gradually began to realize that self-reguiation plays a much more important and promi-
nent role,

The initial findings confirmed the basic hypothesis that bad moods lead people to
take stupid or foolish risks. But why? There is no obvious or direct connection between
emotion and risk-taking. Thus, in a sense we had solved one problem only to reveal
another. Risk-taking was apparently the link mediating between emotional distress and
self-defeating behavior 

- but what was the link that mediated between emotional distress
and risk-taking?

Our initial theory was that emotional distress alters the subjective utility of possible
outcomes. In plainer terms, when you feel bad, you have more to gain and less to lose than
when you feel good. The mirror image of this argument had been put forward by Isen et
al. (1988) to explain why good moods made people risk averse: people do not want to take
a chance on any outcome that might spoil their good mood.

By extension, risk-taking might be rationally appealing to someone in a bad mood.
Ifone takes a chance and fails, one would feel bad, but insofar as one already felt bad, less
is lost. Meanwhile, if one takes a chance and succeeds, one has not only the practical or
material benefits of the success but also the improvement in one's mood, because the suc-
cess would make one feel better.

Although this theory seemed piausible, we were not able to find any support for it.
In study after study, people's ratings ofthe subjective appeal and value ofthe various out-
comes showed no effect of their emotional states. Nor did their subjective estimates of the
probabilities of winning or losing either of the lotteries change. Ultimately we had to
abandon that theory.

The subjective value theory was based on the notion that emotion aitered the cogni-
tive appraisal of risk. An alternative hypothesis was that emotion simply cut short the cog-
nitive appraisal of risk, rather than altering the values and calcuiations. To put it simply,
maybe people who are upset simply grab for a desirable outcome without thinking about
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the dangers anci consequences. This second hypothesis involved self-reguiation' because lt

indicated that emorion Drevenled people irom making an informed' considered choice and

instead simpiy promored impuistve ciroices. There was some precedent for this view: Kei-

nan (i987) found that p.opi. who were in unpieasant, stressful situations tended not to

review all the options on a muitiple-choice test and instead simply seiected the first viable

one that presented itself.
To pit these theories against each other, we arranged to replicate the anger study

with one further twisr. in onJ condition, we instiiled anger in participants and then gave_

them the lottery choice, but we totd them to list the favorable and unfavorable features of

each lottery before making their selection. We reasoned that if our first theory was correct

and emotional distress altlred the subjective utility caiculations, then this effect would be

magnified by calling people's attention to the relative merits of the two lotteries' In con-

trast, if our second theory was correct and emotional distress had its effect by preventing

people from thinking through their options, then forcing them to think through those

options should eliminate or reverse the pattern of results'

The results were quite clear: Angry people who had to stop and think for a few sec.

onds before making their choice ceased to favor the long shot and instead overwhelmingly

chose the low-risk lottery, just like people in neutral or positive moods' If stopping to think

reverses the normal .ff.tiof anger, thin presumably the normal effect of anger has to do

with failing to stop and think. The implication is that states of emotional distress promote

impulsive behavior that can produce risky and self-defeating outcomes. This is a form of

seif-regulation failure. tn our procedure. when people did stop to think, they made the

rational, optimal choice, but such analysis requires sellregulation to restrain oneself from

making quick, impulsive choices. Emotional distress apparentiy undermines that self-regu-

iation, thlreby allowing peopie to make quicker choices without adequate consideration'

Together, these ieiults provide a usefui insight into the psychology of self-destruc-

tion. Emotional distress does indeed lead to self-defeating behavior. but the causal process

does not necessarily conform to outdated psychodynamic theories about wishing for pun-

ishment or desiring to fail. Rather, emotional distress apparently undermines the self-regu-

lation process necessary to produce an informed, Iational appraisal ofthe situation and its

options. Once that is gone, people tend to make impulsive choices without thinking them

through. These choicJs may especiaily favor high-payoff but high-risk courses of action'

Although sometimes the person tnuy t. lucky and benefit from the high payof in many

otlher cases the risk will materiaiize into subsiantial harm or cost' The causal process thus

leads from emotionai distress (high arousal, negative moods) to self-regulation failure' to

talring foolish risks, to costly self-defeating outcomes'

NATURE OF SELF-REGULATION

our more recent line ofresearch has addressed a basic question about the nature of

self-regulation. What sort of process is involved in exerting self-control, as in resisting

ternptaiion, altering one's emotional state, or keeping a resolution?

At least three major types of theories have been described. One resembies the tradi-

tional concept of wiilpower, which implies that self-regulation involves energy or

strength. Another is ttrat self-regulation is essentially a matter of cognitive processing

guided by a schema or knowledge structure. A third is that it is a skill that is acquired

itrrougfr practice, All of these are- plausibie and have their adherents (e'g', Baumeister et

al.,1994; Carver & Scheier' 1981; Higgins' i996)'
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The three theories make comDetrns Dredictions about what will happen when people

are presented with the need to seii-reguiate atier they have just compieteci an act of self-
regulation. If self-regulation is a slrenqth. then it will become tired or depleted by the

initial act, and so the second act is iikeir to be less effective. In contrast. ifself-regulation
is a schema, then the initial act will pnme the schema (i.e.. activate the reievant knowl-

edge structures) and so subsequent seli-resuiatron will be improved. And if self-reguiation
is a skill, then there wouid be no chanse in the second act, because skill remains essen-

tiaily constant from one trial to the next.

Our first study to assess these competlng predictions involved measuring the effects

of affect regulation on physical stamlna and endurance (Muraven, Tice, & Baumeister, in
press). Participants watched a sad, upsetting movie excerpt with one of three instructions.

Some were told to control their feelings so as ro minimize any emotional response. includ-
ing both trying to not show and not feel emotional reactions. Others were told to try to
increase and ampiify their emotional response (which is another form of self-reguiation of
emotion). A third group was not told to aiter their emotional response in anv wav.

Following exposure to the him. physrcal endurance was measured by pertormance

on a handgrip task. This task uses a device sold commercially for exercising the muscles

in the hand, and it consists of two handles and a spring. The user squeezes the handles

together, thereby compressing the spring. We measured how long people could maintain

the handles squeezed together. which becomes physically tiring as the muscles use up

their strength. Like any endurance task, a good performance requires one to use self-regu-

lation to overcome the impulse to stop to rest, so that one can keep going.

The results of this first study supported the strength theory of self-regulation. People

who had tried to regulate their emotions, either increasing or stifling their emotionai

response to the film, subsequently gave up faster on the handgrip task, as compared to

people who watched the same movie but did not try to regulate their emotions. Thus,

apparently, regulating one's emotional state used up some limited resource that was then

unavailable for helping one persist on the handgrip task.

A second study used quite different procedures. In this one, people first engaged in a

thought suppression task in which they try not to think about a white bear (borrowed from
Wegner, Schneider, Carter, & White, 1987). Trvo control groups were also run. including
one in which people were permitted (although not required) to think about a white bear,

and one in which no bears were mentioned. Following this, we measured oersistence on

unsolvable problems. Each participant was asked to work on a senes of anagrams, and

these had been rendered unsolvable by omitting letters. The measure was horv long the

person kept trying to solve the puzzles before giving up.

This study likewise confirmed the strength or energy model. Peopie u'ho had tried to
suppress thoughts about the white bear subsequently gave up faster on the anagrams task,

as compared to people who had not tried to suppress forbidden thoughts. (Additional stud-

ies and control groups have ruled out alternative explanations, such as the idea that people

felt themselves to have faiied at the whrte bear suppression task and were therefore too

discouraged to do well on the anagrams.) Thus, the act of trying not to thrnk about the

bear apparently depleted some crucial resource that was then unavailable for helping them

persist at the problems in the face of failure.
Resisting temptation is one of the classic, prototype cases of self-reguiatron. and so

we also conducted research with resisting temptation (Baumeister. Bratslavskv. Muraven,

& Tice, in press). Participants in this study were asked to skip a meal prior to the experi-

mentai session, so most of them arrived hungry. To increase their temptatron. u'e baked

chocolate chip cookies in the laboratory room just before the subject arrived. so that the
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room and adjacent haliway were suffused with the delicious aroma of freshly baked

chocolate. After enterins the room. the subject was seated at a table n€ar a stack of these

cookies, aiong with chocolate candies. There was also a bowl of radishes on the table. In
the crucial condition. the experimenter informed the subject that he or she was assigned to
the radish condition and would have to eat only radishes. The subject was left alone in the

room (to maximize the temptation to filch some chocolate) for five minutes.
Afterward. we measured how long people would continue trying to solve some geo-

metric puzzles that had been rigged to be unsolvable, a measure borrowed from Glass and

Singer (1972). The people who had had to resist the temptation gave up faster than people

who had been alloweo to eat chocoiates, and also faster than people for whom no food had

been involved. Thus, resisting tempratron apparently depleted the same resource that was

needed for persistence.

Next, we conducted several studies aimed at remedying some weaknesses or limita-
tions in these first few. We were concerned that most of the task measures had included
unsolvable tasks. and so we showed that an initial exertion of self-regulation led to a dec-
rement in performance on solvable tasks (Baumeister et al., in press). We were also con-
cerned that the dependent measures had all been oriented toward self-regulation of
performance processes, so we conducted one in which the dependent measure was affect
regulation. In that study, people first performed the white bear thought suppression exer-
cise (or a neutral task not requiring self-regulation), and then they watched a funny movie
with instructions to avoid laughing or smiling. Sure enough, the white bear exercise appar-
ently depleted people's capacity for self-regulation, with the result that they were more
likely to laugh and smile at the video.

All these results point to the conclusion that self-regulation conforms to a pattern of
strength or energy. That is, there appears to be one inner psychoiogical resource that is
used for many different kinds of self-control, and any act of self-control that depletes the

resource will result in subsequent decrements in self-control. In everyday life, this prob-
iem might correspond to people who find themselves confronted with exceptional
demands for self-control and as a result begin finding that their self-control breaks down
in other, unreiated spheres. For example, many students find that during examination week
they are more likely to overeat, smoke too much, neglect their exercise, become crabby or
show other signs of failed affect regulation, and in general exhibit various breakdowns in
self-control. These may be understood on the basis of the limited energy model: final
exam week requires the student to devote his or her self-regulatory capabilitres to studying
and complying with other academic deadlines and requirements, and this exceptional de-
pletion of regulatory energy results in weaker self-control in other spheres.

One disturbing implication of this line of research is that it seems to warn people
against exercising self-control. If peopie have only limited resources, then it seems pru-
dent to avoid using it except when it is most urgently needed. People could take that as a
recommendation to avoid exerting self-control, which would be a regrettable, socially
undesirable recommendation.

A possible counterargument would be that if self-regulation is like a strength or
muscle, then exercise should improve it over the long run. A muscle grows tired each time
it is exercised but grows stronger as a result. It is conceivable that self-regulation would
follow the same pattern.

We conducted one longitudinal study (Muraven, Baumeister, & Tice, 1997) to
examine whether the capacity for self-regulation could be increased by exercise. We

instructed several groups of students to follow some procedure for two weeks, and these
procedures were all secretly designed as exercises in self-control. One group was toltl to
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try to improv€ their posture as often as possible. Another was supposeri to try to reguiate
their moods and emotional states so as ro feel good as much as possible. Two other groups
were instructed to keep detailed recorcjs of everythrng they ate. A controi group received
no instructions.

At the beginning and the end of this two-week period, we assessed self-reguiatory
depletion by putting peopie through one ofour experimental procedures. Specifically, they
had to perform the white bear suppression exercise, followed by the handgrip measure of
physical endurance.

The results of this study provided encouraging evidence that self-control can be
improved with exercise. Relative to the control group, the groups who performed various
self-control acts were less susceptible to depletion after the two weeks. That is, they
showed improvement in how well they could make themseives persist on the handgrip
task from the beginning to the end of the two-week period, whereas the control group did
not show any such improvement (and in fact did worse, reflecting perhaps that the second
measure was taken at a somewhat more stressful part of the semester).

Hence these results provide converging evidence that it is best to think of self-regu-
lation as a kind of strength or muscle. Exertions of self-control bring short-term decre-
ments but long-term improvements. Instead of concluding that people should avoid
self-control, this line of work suggests that the optimal recommendation may be to exert
self-control on a regular basis so as to increase one's overall capacity.

This line of research did lead into one more important set of findings that has
potentiaily powerful implications. The studies covered thus far seemed to indicate that
all (or at least a broad variety of) acts of self-regulation draw on the same pot of energy,
which is quite limited in size. That pot of energy would have to be regarded as an impor-
tant part of the seif, given the importance of self-regulation. Still, is that pot used only
for self-regulation?

A review of what social psychologists have learned about the seif yielded the con-
clusion that relatively little is known about the "executive function" in general (Baumeis-
ter, in press). The executive function is another term for what is sometimes called the
agent or the active principle (and is an important part of what is called the "1"). More pre-
cisely, it is the part of the self that initiates action, makes choices and decisions, and takes
responsibility.

Self-regulation can be regarded as one of the duties of the executive function, If
self-regulation uses this limited supply of energy, could it be that the other duties of the
executive function also draw on that same resource? If so, that resource would indeed be
one of the most important and centrai aspects of the self.

To examine whether the same energy resource is used for activities outside of self-
regulation, we needed to show that other acts wouid interfere with subsequent self-regula-
tion. For our first study, we used the standard choice manipulation from cognitive
dissonance research (cf. Linder, cooper & Jones, 1967). In this procedure, subjects were
asked to make a counterattitudinal speech favoring a large tuition increase at their univer-
sity. Half were simply told to make the speech (using materials that were given therm and
being recorded on audiotape). Others were asked to make the speech but told that the final
decision about whether to do so was entirely up to them. Following this, we used thr: same
persistence measure that we had used in the radish/chocolate study.

The results provided striking confirmation of the view that choice draws on the same
energy resource that self-regulation does. People who had performed the act ofchoice and
taken responsibility for their behavior acted like depleted subjects in the previous studies:
they gave up relatively quickly on the unsolvable problems. In contrast. peopie who had
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performed the same counterattitudinal behavior without choice showed no decrement in

persistence. as compared to the no-speech controi group.

In other work. we have found that initial acts of self-control make people more pas-

sive. Apparentiy active responses by the self draw on the same energy resource that self-

regulation does. When people face a decision where there are both active and passive

optionr. they are more iikely to take the passive option if they have previously exerted

seif-control.
Taken together. these results suggest implications about the basic nature ofthe seli and

not just about self-regulation. The self seems to have a limited suppiy of energy that is

required for a variety of its functions, including active responses (e.g., initiating action), mak-

ing choices and decisions. taking responsibility, and regulating the self. It appears that the

,*" ,rrour.e is used in all these and, moreover, that the resource is quite easily depleted'

CONCLUSION

Self-regulation has major, important implications for success in life, and indeed

there is ample basis for asserting that it is one of the most important keys to success' Peo-

ple who are good at self-regulation show a multitude of advantages over other people, in

both task performance and interpersonal relations.

This chapter has provided an overview of our recent studies on self-reguiation. This

work has indicated that self-reguiation faiiures are involved in a variety of self-defeating

behavior patterns, including taking foolish, destructive risks and procrastinating.

The studies on risk-taking indicate that high-risk behavior may often be an impor-

tant link between emotional distress and self-defeating behavior. When people are upset

(in the form of unpleasant moods or emotional states that feature high arousal), they tend

to cut short the processing of information about the possible costs and bad outcomes asso-

ciated with some choices. They may pursue a highly desirabie goal but one that carries

risks and costs that would make it prohibitive if one were to consider the options thought-

fully. Self-regulation is required to make oneself stop and think instead of acting impul-

sively. Emotional distress apparently undermines this form of self-regulation.

Procrastination involves postponing work on assigned tasks. Contrary to apologists

who regard procrastination as fairly harmless, the present results suggest that it carries

significant costs in terms of task performance and health. In a series of studies, we found

piocrastinutors eamed lower grades, suffered more stress, and were sicker than nonpro-

crastinators. The only benefit of procrastination was that when the deadline was far off they

enjoyed lower stress and better health than nonprocrastinators - 
gains that were later offset

and even reversed when the deadline became close. Self-regulation includes the self-disci-

pline to make oneself work on tasks in the absence of powerful external pressures, and so

self-regulation is inimical to procrastination'

An important form of self-regulation invoives self-management' which refers to

using information about self and the external world to choose appropriate performance

settings and other commitments so as to maximize what one can accomplish' We found

that people with high seif-esteem were better at this when operating under favorable con'

ditions. An ego threat. however, disrupted the smooth self-management of peopie with

high self-esteJm and caused them to become overly confident, resulting in destructive and

costly courses of action.
Our last line of work addressed the fundamental question of the nature of self-regu-

lation. Converging evidence from many studies suggests that self-regulation operates like

t
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a stock of common energy, analosous to a rnuscie or other form of strength. When peopie
exert seli-regulation. their capacrtl, becomes ciepieted, similar to the rvay u rnurtl.
becomes fatigued after exercise. For a time. any other act of self-regulation is likely to
show poorer performance. as long as rhe fatrgue or depletion lasts. Meanwhile. preiimi-
nary findings indicate that self-regulatron can improve over time with reguiar exercise.
which extends the muscle analogy.

The findings about depletion suggest that the capacity for self-regulation depends on
a limited supply of energy, and this supply must be regarded as one of th, *ort important
features of the self. Apparently the same stock of energy is used for a wide variety of dif-
ferent acts of self-regulation. includrns manv that would seem entirely unrelated to each
other' Furthermore, recent findings suggest that this supply of energy is also used by the
seif for all acts of choice, initiative. responsible decision-making, and active response.
This supply of energy is thus vital to the eflective functioning of the self.

Yet the supply is also quite limited. A mere five minutes of resisting temptation to eat
chocolate, for example, led to a subsequenr reduction by half in the amount of time people
could persist in the face of failure before quittrng. Whetherthe self's energy is really absint
in such conditions, or whether the effects indicate only that the self responds to depletion by
seeking to conserve, it is still clear that the selfcan only exert deliberate control over a very
small amount of its behavior. The functioning of the self must therefore be understood as
taking place amid scarcity, and the reiiance on habits. routines, automatic behaviors. and
easy or passive patterns of action may be a direct result. Fortunately, however. current work
suggests that the self's capacity for sell-reguiation can be increased.
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